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ENTRANCE TO SITE INFORMATION
Dear participant,
Thank you for being part of this year’s Southampton City LIVE!, we really hope it will be a
very exciting and fun day. Although the logistics of the event are considered fairly straight
forward, we are keen to keep things as safe and organised as possible. With this in mind we
have identified a very simple one way system for traffic that we hope will allow things to run
smoothly.
The site will have three general vehicle access points for entry and exit, with a fourth being
just used for children’s rides. The access points (that will be labelled on the day) will be:


GATE A: (The ‘wider’ entrance that runs through the middle of the park). This will
be used as a main entrance for the event.



GATE B: (The entrance to the park at the corner of Palmerston and Pound Tree
Road, opposite Nisa). This will also be known as the ‘artist’s entrance’. This will
mainly be used as an entry and exit for the bands/musicians only. It is
recommended that vehicles only enter this gate from the near side of the road,
from Southampton High street direction, to avoid going across incoming traffic.



GATE C: This is only to be used as an exit for the event that brings drivers out onto
‘New Road’. Please be very careful when joining traffic, but there are also red lights
there for the pedestrian crossing which present opportunities to pull out.



GATE D: This will only be used for any fairground rides that enter the park, to
minimise how much grass they need to drive over.

Please also take note of the one way system illustrated below. It is designed to make any
vehicle movements simple and safe.
We will be operating a strict ‘drop and go’ system on site during the day for any none
essential vehicles. All vehicles that enter will be given a permit that allows you to stay for a
short time while you unload. Please remember to put your mobile number on the permit so
that we can find you if needed.
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PLEASE NOTE: At the end of the event we will give you clearance to bring your vehicles
back onsite – this will only be after sufficient general public have left the area that you have
setup in (as different zones are packing down at different times). We will be providing
stewarding support to help you safely drive on.
Only emergency vehicles may drive through the event during the day due to safety reasons.
General entrance route for ‘SCL!’ event
General exit route for ‘SCL!’ event
Entrance route for bands (drop and go)
Exit route for bands
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